conservation area
conservation effort
social conservative
ergy conservation
wildlife conservation
nature conservancy

conserves
conserved
conserving

neoconservativism
ultraconservative

conservation
conservationist
conservator
conservatory
conservancy
conservative
conservatively
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Natural world (Gr6 and higher)

Word-family map

- chemical reaction
- chemical composition
- chemical compound
- chemical weapons
- chemistry lab
- brain chemistry

- chemical's
- chemicals'
- chemicals

- alchemist
- alchemy
- biochemist
- biochemistry
- biochemical

- chemist
- chemistry
- chemically
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Earth’s atmosphere is about 78 percent nitrogen and 21 percent oxygen. (Earth’s atmosphere)

Modern posters hung on the walls. And colorful mismatched dishes contributed to the pleasant atmosphere. (The come-back coffeehouse)

The angry atmosphere at his events has made some Republicans deeply worried about Trump. (Rubio ends campaign)

No one, he felt, could read these words without being affected, by Anne’s personal courage in an atmosphere of acute persecution; by her humour, by her energy and her undaunted hope for a better world. (Anne Frank: A diary of hope)

Everything was so strange, so brilliant, so bewildering - the rows of ladies in evening dress, the critical faces, the whole atmosphere of wealth and culture about her. (Anne of Green Gables)

The special quality or qualities of a place or situation (n)

a surrounding or common mood or influence (n)

the layers of gases surrounding a planet (n)
The elements with an atomic number higher than 92 are artificial, created in the lab by smashing atoms against one another. (Two new elements found)

The parts of a whole or parts from a set (n)

German Dadaist Hannah Hoch was a pioneer in "photomontage," which combined elements from everyday materials such as newspapers, photos, and other paper objects. (Advanced arts)

For most of her life, Lynne Cox has braved the elements to swim in the world 's major bodies of water. (Swimming towards ice)

Bridges can be categorized into several different types, depending on what they need to carry and what structural elements are used. (Building bridges)

A dead body exposed to the elements ordinarily will decay. Mummification stops that process. (Mysterious mummies)

weather - especially wind and rain (n)

substances that contain only one type of atom (n)

Common table salt is formed by a combination of the elements sodium and chloride. (Salt at fault)